
Mark Divo, Picknick im Garten, 2010

Email: Chicago - Istanbul -
Winterthur

info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hello my dear Irina
Ihope all is fine? I am currently thinking about my annual programme 2011 
and I would like to do something with you. I am planning to re-launch 
WeAreTheArtists together with Kunsthalle next year, but there is still a lot 
of variables... At the moment I like the idea of developing a sort of show 
(this could develop into a series)  together with an artist – meaning you for 
2011: It would include a prominent presentation of your work, but also po-
sitions that you and i think are interesting to show in the context of it. What 
do you think??
irinab@gmail.com: Dear Oliver!
yes, everything is fine, I am preparing myself to go to Romania on Tues-
day, and I can’t wait! And you? Are you going to be 40 also in 13 days? I 
like your idea of the show! of course I would like to do it with you! It would 
be a lot of fun!
So you want to develop one show in which you in collaboration with the 
artist will present other artists work? (like projections, performances, etc)? 
Did I understand well? Do you know when would you like to do it? 
hugs and many kisses, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...dont mention the 4... Number! Pas-
cal and I will go to the mountains for this day, as I dont want to organise a 
party (there is so many at this time, no need for another one!!!) and I dont 
want to be in town on this day... ;-) 
Yes, the idea is to develop a group show based on your work; or a selection 
of your work. To find works from other artists who share something with 
yours, or were/ are influential in a way. I guess it’s gonna be a lot of video, 
but to include photography and performance would also be nice... Ideally I 
would schedule it to open in April, but basically 2011 is not planned yet, so 
quite flexible. The result is ideally a good group show, but with a spirit that 
amplifies what is important in your work. Parallel to this another WeAreT-
heArtists newspaper shall be produced, more or less the way you know it, but 
ideally with stories from the artists who pariticipate in the show. My working 
title at the moment is WeAreTheArtists feat. Irina Botea ;-)
It’s nice to be in touch with you and work on something together... I’ve been 
missing this a bit after Boswil! Greetings from Winterthur, Oliver 
irinab@gmail.com: hahaha! I am already 40, and it is not very different! 
I had a nice party on our terrace here, not very loud, but with very beautiful 
people (you would have liked them), we danced a bit also. 
oh, I understand now, great! In April I have a project in Barcelona until the 
18th of April. Would it be possible to do it in May? After 15th I would be free 
as a bird. Would that work for you? I was talking to my friends this morning 
about Boswil. (we have 2 Italian friends staying with us). I miss it so so much! 
I would be very happy to do something together with you! 
many many hugs, I
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...when does the project in Barcelona 
start and will it need a lot of preparation? I have a slot for a show opening 
on April 2 and then the next one on May 28. But video shows are nicer in 
spring then in summer!!!
irinab@gmail.com: The project in Barcelona starts on the 10th of April. 
I don’t think it would require much preparation, I am sure I can handle it. 
How long would you need me to be there in advance for? I was a bit worried 
about missing teaching consecutively 2 weeks, but I saw there is a break in 
between, so it’s fine. So, if you think it is better April 2nd... I can be free to 
come to Switzerland between 23rd of March to 3rd of April. Do you think 
this would give us enough time for installing? 
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...ok, that sounds very good! I think the 
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installation will not take more than a week, as the real the work (the selection 
and discussion of artists!) must be done much before! I will soon give you a 
first list of suggestions, I am already curious what u gonna say :-)
irinab@gmail.com: ok! can’t wait to see the selection and discussion of 
artists. Maybe I should also send you soon some new work when is ready. 
Also what are your Summer plans? I am going to Romania on Tuesday until 
26th of August, and will be in Paris from 2-10 August also.
many hugs and love to you, Irina
 info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hello my dear! I hope you and Razvan 
are enjoying summer?! I promised to give you some first names of artists that 
I like in the context of our show, so here comes a first list: 
-Ferhat Özgür: Not 100% sure about him, but I liked the piece he showed at Ber-
lin Biennale this year with two old muslim women, changing her clothes... 
-Ruti Sela: A compilation is on http://www.youtube.com/user/rutisela1
-Eva and Franco Mattes, My Generation (no online video found, it’s from 
the internet, showing young guys who were taken away the access to an 
online computer game; they scream around and go totally mad, sometimes 
even destroy furniture!) and No fun 
-Will Kwan ( www.studiowillkwan.com)
-Maha Maamoun ( www.cairobus.com/ mahamaamoun and others...)
-Ozman Bozkurt
I’m looking forward to your proposals, they are much more important than 
mine!!! I actually postponed the show a bit, opening would be on May 28; 
would this still be ok for you? 
All my best, Oliver 
irinab@gmail.com: Hello hello!
I am very much enjoying the Summer, I am in Romania, and I just come back 
from a trip in the mountains, where I went with Nicu (you might remember 
him, he is a photographer and filmmaker and helped a lot on the Anthem 
project, and came to Paris for the opening, long blond hair) and another friend 
Toni (a friend I know for 20 years). We shot a project in the mountains and we 
also enjoyed ourselves so much, that we are thing of going again soon! Razvan 
is in Chicago and he is well, enjoying Chicago a lot. About your proposals, I 
will look at the works and let you know what I think. (I am not familiar with 
their work, I must admit). Can you explain a bit your idea about the context 
for my works, so I can start suggesting also. I am not sure I fully understand 
it. I am tempted to propose somebody like Jean Rouch (which might be too 
classic and already dead)-Chronicles of a Summer and a Russian filmmaker 
that I love love love Pavel Medvedev-Wedding of Silence and Vacations in 
November. Jean Rouch had influenced me the most I think.
love love love, irina
ps: and yes, it is even better May 28th as I finish teaching on the 12 of May 
or something like that and after that I am very free
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...I’m glad you having a good time in 
Romania! Regarding the selection of works: I think it’s better to focus 
more on contemporary artists, the art historical perspective might look a bit 
cheesy... I think this could make sense with artists like Gerhard Richter or 
Andy Warhol, but not yet Irina Botea ;-) Oh dear, I hope you understand 
what I mean, it’s not meant as an insult or so!!! If there is one or the other 
art historic reference, this is absolutely fine, but not exclusively. What works 
have you seen recently that you really liked? Start with this and think of a 
combination with what you are doing... And then let me know!
Bussi from Switzerland and all my best, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Dear dear Oliver, that is very funny, the cheesy 
thing. don’t worry it is not my goal to be(come) Warhol or Richter. I like 
living a long happy life, that is all. But Pavel Medvedev is young, I didn’t re-
alize he is history already, I think he was born in 1966 or something. What 
I really liked apart Medvedev are 2 artists from the Basque Country, that 
live in madrid I think, I will look for their names and will write more soon 
soon. I am flying to Paris in 6 hours and have to pack
love love, Irina 

info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hello my dear! So how are u?! Long 
time no heard... But I was also very busy and not capable of focusing on 
our project... Did you find out the two Basque artists’ names? I found 
some video samples form Pavel, but I think i would have to contact him 
directly... However, I definitely want to put my focus onto a human per-
spective, because I always liked this best in you and your work: You see 
the beauty in people and in what they do! 
I am currently trying to find photographic works for the show as well, 
but it’s not so easy... I know one Swiss guy called Holger Salach who 
went to swinger parties and took pictures there, but I’m a bit afraid that 
these pictures (pornographic!) would shift the human aspect too much 
to a voyeuristic. I also found an american artist called Chris Verene, who 
has been taking pictures of his family since 1983; on his gallery’s website, 
however, you can only find big prints of some of them, which is not what 
I’m interested in... But maybe we could ask if an installation with about 
1000 small picture is possible?! 
Into a simliar direction would be Ester Eppstein’s collection of photos. 
She has been running her ‘message salon’ art space for some 20 years and 
has a wide colelction of people who came there; could be good to bring 
Zurich people to Winterthur! Apart that I’m still positive about Ferhat 
Ozgür and Ruti Sela; at least their works at Berlin Biennal... But most 
important: What are you working at at the moment???? I should know 
this in order to be more precise in my research... :-)
Lots of love, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Hello Oliver dear!
Indeed long time! I wanted to write to you too! I am swallowed in busy-
ness, I like it, but also can’t wait for the end december-january when things 
will calm down a lot more.(I never thought I could really be that busy). I 
am leaving in 2 hours to NY, and in 2 weeks I have a show in Strasbourg 
(where it will be very nice as I will meet Calin Dan, we shall do a work-
shop together with some Strasbourghian students)
I am working on few things: the biggest one is “Picturesque” (follow-
ing a 75 year old man in his description of deserted villages and deserted 
mines in Romania, asking him to present the places in a “Picturesque 
Romania ‘way-he is still writing, tourist writings for this magazine called 
The Picturesque Romania. And I am also finishing 2 other works-We 
in the year 2000 (a childhood song of promise for the year 2000 read by 
3rd grade children and my friends, my age). Also Razvan is working on 
making the Anthem piece (which I am cutting it short) a 5+1 version -
so the sound will be just amazing. Have I sent you the piece, “Before A 
National Anthem”? or the performance I did in Reina Sofia, “A place of 
citizenship” with Romanian Street Musicians making an anthem on the 
spot with the public?
About a photographer, I really like the images of Nicu Ilfoveanu, I like the 
way he takes photographs of people. I ‘ll attach you 2 images.

I’ll look for the people you told me, I like photo collections so much. In 
september I went to Gwangju for the Biennial and Massimiliano Gioni 
brought a lot of photo collections in the show -I really liked the show  “10 
000lives”. Gush, I am slow and you are fast, I have started this email when 
you sent me the first one. I am behind. I trust your judgments!
I’ll go and look at what you sent me. ok.
love love to you, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...one of my favourite pieces ever: 
Rineke Dijkstra The Buzzclub! That’s what I mean in a way... And I re-
member you did a short video with a young girl dancing... ;-)
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...today is a good day... Here is an-
other work: Phil Collins, Free Fotolab! Well he is one of the artists that 
has not disapointed me a single time...!

 
 

Photostory inside!
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irinab@gmail.com: yes!I have not seen the Free Photolab but he is very 
cool! I also really like Halil Altindere, but couldn’t find the video online, 
Dengbejs, 2007 (a group of man singing, here is a link to a still where they 
are singing-in teh wooden house on top of the block)
Acciones en casa, Spanish artist duo David Bestué and Marc Vives
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hello dearest!
So now I have been slow but thank you very much for your input! I know 
some work by Halil Altindere, it was recently shown in a group show in 
Zurich (not the work from Documenta,which is a nice one!). It’s difficult 
to find more work by him (I neither found a gallery connection), so it’s a 
bit tricky... The video by the Spanish artists is funny (the second link didnt 
work, I could only watch the strange things they did at home). I found 
some information about their installation La Confirmation; it looks nice 
but I must say I find the whole thing a bit too funny and arty... With the 
photos of Nicu Ilfoveanu I must say that I like them as photos, but I dont 
think they reflect so much what I’m looking for... I’m in search of hu-
man beauty in everybody; not being handsome or rich or whatever, but 
more in the direction of happiness! Nothing arty at all, but people be-
ing as they are. This is what I appreciate in your work so much – among 
other things of course! Let me know when you have watched my input 
or have some more links for me! 
All my best, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Cool! I think I understand better now what you 
are looking for. I’ll look at your links/ inputs, and think about more inputs.
hugs to you and love, irina
irinab@gmail.com: Dear Oliver,
I saw you last week in one of Calin’s foto. I mean the subReal photo, and 
realize you just don’t change! I’m jealous! I went to Strasbourg and met 
Calin there, we did a workshop together and it was really nice. About 
the title. Do you want another title from me also? I thought you liked 
the WeAre The Artists... today I was in a meeting with grad students and 
Hamza Walker and he talked about artists communities.
hugs to you, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
No, I really like the title. If you want we can swap and say Irina Botea feat. 
WeAreTheArtists... So your name would come first! I’m not on Facebbok 
yet... I asked my assistant to set an account up for WeAreTheArtists, but 
we never find time!!! I heard one must be very careful setting it up because 
otherwise facebook abuses all your data... Butwe’ll get there, I promise!
Actually I have just been to Berlin for meeting Köken Ergun (havnt met 
him before). It was such a nice meeting (and he’s so handsome) and his 
recent work would have been a perfect combination with yours... But as 
I had offered him a solo show already, I can only combine it within the 
annual programme. But I guess that’s fine, I’m sure there is a lot of artists 
that make sense to show with your work!
Actually I was brainstorming with my assistant Julia about a possible set 
up/ architecture for the show. It’s really tricky because Kunsthalle is not 
so big and I really want to present your work prominently but still offer 
a wide range of references. I thought of furniture, but then I didnt like it 
because it draws to much attention to the selection of furniture and my 
curatorial work... In the end I thought maybe we could rebuild some ba-
sic types of furniture with MDF, quoting classic types for putting things 
in, like a shelf, a sideboard and a Wohnwand (dont know if this word ex-
ists in English...). There it would be easy to put in a few monitors and tv 
screens, photo books, even books and other documents...
We keep in touch... All my best, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Hey you! I think I like it better irina Botea feat. 
We are the artists... I am thinking about it also as: in my videos the people 
are the artists also. I don’t know what MDF is or Wohnwand. In the end 
do you know how many works/ artists will you want to fit? Do you have 
space for projections? What about the idea of a cinema/ or a TV room 
where there can be various projection/ videos/ films. Also, if you need 
some funds for the show, maybe we can apply to ICR (Romanian Cul-
tural Institute) (for travel, accommodation etc). I am these days working 
hard for a screening I am curating at Gene Siskel (a cinema -cinemateque 
here in Chicago). It is so hard to be a curator! So much work! I have been 
looking to a lot of Zmijevski’s work and he has been really growing on 
me. I’ll show 2 of his videos in the show.
love to you, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there! Writing you from London 
City airport... A lot of flights are delayed and it is so boring here! Had a 
full English breakfast - just to kill time really - but it didnt change my 
mood a lot... I will change the title as you proposed then, I think it’s bet-
ter; you must tell me more precise about the people in your videos be-
ing artists. Do you mean they are artists? visual artists? and in how far is 
this important?
MDF is a kind of wood, made from small pieces of other, old wood. But 
MDF is actually not the cheap one... it is very durable and is used a lot for 
carpenting, its colour is brownish. A Wohnwand is a kind of shelf people 
have - or used to have - in their living room. It’s not only for books but 
also has drawers and little cupboards where people put their private min-
ibar in. It’s a sign of bad taste to have a Wohnwand; but I actually expect 
it to become very popular again!
We do have space for projections, yes. The problem here is more the inter-
ference of sound. I like the cinema idea! It might be tricky to convince the 
artists to take part in this, but I think it’s certainly an option. I dont have 
a fixed number of artists in mind, it really depends on the presentation... 
But if you are curating a show reel, you must have a lot of proposals al-
ready! This is so handy, that you are doing this... Maybe we can even take 
it over to the cinema in Winterthur? Or parts of it?? Zmijewski is great, I 
always like his work... I will check out for ICR; of course we should apply 
in time... And thanks for admitting that being a curator is hard! 
All my best, Oliver
PS: Do you know a curator from the US that is in a similar position like 
me? If possible a bit hipper than me... :-)
irinab@gmail.com: Oliver! I know that feeling! I mean the situa-

tion when you have to wait for hours in Heathrow. And I have to run to 
school to talk about Boredom with my students-WB_Boredom, Eter-
nal return. But I have to really think more about what a context is in the 
case of this exhibition, how do you invite people to participate not to 
frame me-my work (kind of advertisement), but to produce something 
else, maybe an archive of similar concerns. How do you invite people in 
way that they are not “peripheral” but they occupy a central position. I’ll 
think about it more. 
Maybe Hamza Walker, do you know him (the US curator at Renaissence 
Society, he also teaches at the school and he is very hip, and big)
hugs from here, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...that is a good point! Of course it 
is predominantly about you and your work, but the focus put onto your 
work – accentuated with the other works – does of course work also vice 
versa, so the other works profit from the given context as well. But still 
you are right, they are not so much in the limelight as you... It’s a bit like 
any other group show, the curator and his project always abuses the ar-
tistic works in a way, as he only focuses on this one aspect that he wants 
to. Well, I dont think there is anything one can do against it, but at least I 
want to communicate it very cleary to all artists that I ask for a contribu-
tion; and then it’s up to them if they are fine with it or not.
Thanks for the Hamza Walker reference! 
WeAreTheArtists is now on Facebook, together with Kunsthalle. I ac-
tually dont know what to do with it now... Do I have to make a lot of 
friends? With everybody, even if I dont know the person? And do I have 
to write messages or make a blog?? I really have no idea yet, why every-
body says it’s so great... Are u there?
All my best and greetings, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Dear Oliver,
I was thinking that the question for the show is somehow similar to your 
WeAreThe Artists, which for me is enquiring how are we (the artists) a 
community, a group, knowing more or less how the world of art works, 
how do we come together? For me this is very important. When making 
a video, everybody becomes through work part of a community. And they 
are the artists for me, they are making the work. Especially in Auditions or 
in the Choir piece, where they are interpreting either history or the com-
positions. I am documenting their work. In Elena Ladybug, the children 
are the artists, they are singing and dancing. In the new piece, Mr Nelu is 
showing us what is picturesque in Apuseni, Romania, etc.
The question of exploitation (by curators or artist will always be there, but 
quoting from a friend teacher from here-what would we do if we weren’t 
exploited, how bad would that be). Still I always believe there are some-
times “better ways of exploitation” in which the agency of the participant 
is somehow acknowledged and present.
And yes, you make many many friends, even if you don’t know the peo-
ple. I do that all the time. And for you I think it is important that you 
make friends and open discussions there, and this is also a very good tool 
to invite people to shows.
Let me know if you want Hamza’s contact. We are not friends, but we 
know each other. And I like her work! She is a great person! Barbara de 
Genevieve, you can also check her Panhandler project.
hugs to you and love, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: You are very right about the idea of 
working together... I was thinking of it and more and more I am con-
vinced that it doesnt work to just invite other artists with one of their 
pieces; it doesnt do justice to their work and it only adds a very ‘didactic’ 
level (in a negative sense) to yours! I’ve been talking to my assistant Julia 
and now I have a slightly different proposal: The show at Kunsthalle shows 
a selection of your work; but I would still like to add another context and 
based on your last email I thought of something that doesnt come out of 
the normal art context. There is a free newspaper in Switzerland called 
20minuten; every Friday they also publish 20minuten – Friday, which is 
a kind of lifestyle gossip event calendar. On the last page they have a sec-
tion ‘Das bin ich’ (‘This is me’), showing people surrounded by things 
that are dear to them in one picture; everybody can apply for this page 
online, so there must be quite a few of these pictures... Samples of people 
who have already been published you can see: 

well. I dont know if they would come over, but I could try everything 
that they do... ***** hotel or so! Please let me know what your favourite 
selection of your own work; it’s the main focus! And i found this fantastic 
video by Eva & Frank Mattes is online now: http://0100101110101101.
org/home/mygeneration. Thanks for the curator contacts... You dont 
have to introduce me to them, however; I was asked to give suggestions 
and because I’m not very well connected in the States I just aksed you to 
drop some names!
irinab@gmail.com: My dear Oliver,
It would be really great if they would come for the opening! I like the 
artists you have selected so much! Still Frehat’s video is my favorite, as 
you can guess! Ruti Sela’s work I’ve only seen a bit but I like it a lot. I’ve 
looked at the 20 min (This is me). I think my favorite is the last one (with 
many pictures in the back). This might sound strange to you, but “This is 
me” makes me think of: You know how for some years now I’ve wanted 
to work with this woman, who lives in Luzern, who was found on a Nazi 
concentration camp and she never knew her “real”/ original name, her 
date of birth, her nationality, and now she is almost blind. But you prob-
ably have another thing in mind with “This is me”. In terms of selection 
of my works, I am thinking of: Elena Ladybug (the little girl dancing), 
Pinocchio (a couple interpreting the scene from Pinocchio when Pinoc-
chio is killing Jiminy Cricket. in their house in Italy-in the basement and 
first floor. The scene was transformed in the Disney animation), Me-
NoMe ( a second version with my mom and dad and a friend of theirs 
in my mom’s kitchen), We In The year 2000 (3rd grade school children 
and 4 of my friends, my age reciting or singing a Song, We in the Year 
200, a song we use to sing in communist time when we were little, who 
has the promise of the future contained in it); Before a National Anthem 
(a shorter version than what you saw at Jeu de Paume), Auditions for a 
Revolution, Picturesque ( me and 2 friends following a 75 year old tourist 
writer in different places, constantly asking him what is picturesque, what 
is beautiful there, and asking him to introduce the “what we see, where 
we are” for us, while we also debate about how we frame -in a democratic 
way-with our HD camera. We had so much fun last Summer doing this. 
I am editing it now.) So far this is what I have thought about.
hugs and love to you! Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
I was sure that you would like Ferhat’s video... ;-) My idea with ‘This is 
me’ was to integrate them in the show; I have not contacted the maga-
zine yet, but I guess they must have dozens if not hundred applications 
of people who wnt to be published this way. I havent thought of the way 
it should be presented, but I like it because people try to say something 
about them with a a setting/ installation; this is very close to art and it is 
close to an expanded idea of WeAreTheArtists – I mean in a way that all 
people are artists somehow... I could imagine doing a wall with at least 20 
different ‘This is me’ within the show at Kunsthalle as well as at k3. As k3 
is a one-night event, the ones from there would be added to the ones at 
Kunsthalle. I think it could be well combined in a room where we show 
a selection of your videos on monitors. 
Thanks for the selection of your works. I am very pleased with it, I am just 
not a 100% sure about Auditions.... And I must admit that I dont know 

I really like these pictures and I think it comes much closer to the idea 
of WeAreTheArtists as well... I would still like to do the ‘side-show’ at 
k3 project space that is linked to yours at the Kunsthalle; there we could 
show a selection of works from artists that share a certain spirit with you. 
My favourites here would still be Rineke Dijkstra’s Buzzclub, Phil Col-
lins’ The World Won’t Listen and Free Fotolab, Frehat Özgür’s Meta-
morphosis Chat or works by Ruti Sela. This would be a small but precise 
selection and it would allow us to invite these artists for the opening as 
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Pinocchio and We in the Year 2000; could you send me this on a DVD 
please? And of course Picturesque: Please also send it to me as soon as it is 
ready! Do you want Before a National Anthem performed live? It might 
be impossible to organise an orchestra, but if you are into the idea of a live 
performance I will do my best to support that!
Greetings to Razvan and all my best! X Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Dearest Oliver!
I am so happy you are not 100% sure about the Auditions! The reason I 
say this is because too many people want the auditions because of the obvi-
ous political content+ form. I can “get rid of it very happily”! It speaks to 
the idea that the people are making the piece, but the political content is 
so strong and well known, that I feel the people/ performers get lost in it 
and seem like means and not ends. I will send them to you when they are 
ready and subtitled!
I am having a lot of fun with the Picturesque right now! Whatever you 
think with the “This is me” sounds great to me! But then the artists will 
‘say something about themselves? Yes, art (especially video)is very narcis-
sistic (not in a bad way). performed live? Hm? I wonder how?
hugs to you! and love from me, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Ferhat Özgur
I am planning the show ‘Irina Botea feat. WeAreTheArtists’ at Kunsthalle 
Winterthur, opening on Saturday May 28. It is a kind of mixture between 
group and solo show, starting from a collaboration of Kunsthalle Winter-
thur with WeAreTheArtists. WeAreTheArtists is a network that I found-
ed in 2004 when I was working in an artist in residence programme. We 
published a series of free newspapers with articles or updates from artists all 
over the world; the idea was to give alternative information about differ-
ent art scenes with a straight forward attitude. After a while we also start-
ed producing photostories that are totally staged, but always based on true 
stories. You can check the website if you want to get to know more about 
it: www.wearetheartists.net 
However, Irina Botea I met during the residence programme and ever since 
she has been a ‘member’ of the network; I decided to invite her for a show, 
but at the same time I wanted to try and use the spirit of WeAreTheArtists 
for an exhibition. I got in touch with Irina and suggested we think of oth-
er artists we like and ask them to become a part in the show. First I really 
wanted to mix it all up into a group show, but the more we thought of it the 
less convinced we were... We felt that it wouldnt do justice neither to Iri-
na’s nor the other artists work. However, I still want to combine Irina’s and 
other artist’s works that share a certain spirit. To put this spirit into words is 
a bit difficult, but I think it’s correct if I say that it is about authentic human 
behaviour and the beauty in it. Artworks who take a glance at everyday life 
with a totally contemporary focus, but do not put problematic or frustrated 
social issues in front but the beauty of individual human beings. Just exactly 
like your video ‘Metamorphosis Chat’; Irina and I love it!
At the moment I favour a two split show, Irina’s work in the Kunsthalle, the 
other works at k3 project space in Zurich. As k3 basically only runs for the 
opening night, the focus would be on this night. This means it would be 
more like a one evening screening there; not in a cinema situation however, 
but as a normal show. The important aspect of the whole project is commu-
nicating and meeting with each other. This should also be mirrored in the 
newspaper of WeAreTheArtists that will be produced. And it means that I 
want to invite all participating artists for a couple of days to Switzerland!
The shows would be linked together with a bus service that brings people 
from Kunsthalle to k3. Kunsthalle is a more institutional framing, but k3 
is definitely cooler and nicer for a long opening night... The link is: www.
k3zh.ch. At the moment, I am also thinking of a photo series that doesnt 
come out of the normal art context but could link the shows as well. There 
is a free newspaper in Switzerland called 20minuten; every Friday they also 
publish 20minuten – Friday, which is a kind of lifestyle gossip event calen-
dar. On the last page they have a section ‘Das bin ich’ (‘This is me’), show-
ing people surrounded by things that are dear to them in one picture; eve-
rybody can apply for this page online, so there must be quite a few of these 
pictures... I really like these kind of pictures as they are so unpretentious and 
pretentious at the same time... But before you get the impression that it’s all 
sorted out already (it is not, believe me...) I better ask you if you are inter-
ested in a collaboration and if you already have (other) ideas yourself!
All my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
As promised, I am replying your kind invitation just now. I read it thor-
oughly and looked at the relevant links you gave. Yes, I enjoyed looking 
at them, all those exciting projects seemed to me they were prepared pro-
fessionally. 
Having read your letter I just thought that if only ‘Metamorphosis Chat’ 
could be exhibited in the group show of Irina and WeAreTheArtists, which 
will last longer. But if your invitation is restricted to only ‘one night screen-
ing’ at K3, that would be possible as well. Frankly speaking, I’d like to sug-
gest two videos one for K3 (that was showed in the Berlin Biennale, ‘I Can 
Sing’), and the other one you liked for Irina’s show. Of course it is just an 
idea, because you asked if I had any other ideas or not. So, shortly, I would 
like to take part in your event with pleasure. For further steps still we have 
time to discuss about. 
All my best and Merry Christmas, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Ferhat
Thank you very much for your answer! I would love to integrate Metamor-
phosis chat into the Kunsthalle show, I just havent had a good idea how to 
do it yet... Kunsthalle consists basically of 3 rooms and video/ sound works 
always interfere... But I will cc this email to Irina and maybe with united 
forces we will find a clever way how to do it... You are right, fortunately 
there is still some time left. But please mark May 28 and at ideally 5 days 
before in your diary, so that we can spend some time all together!
Merry Christmas and greetings from Switzerland, Oliver
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Irina, Ruti and Ferhat. I hope you 
arrived well in 2011! After being in touch with all of you, I was thinking of 
a better way how to do this show together... In my mind I now have a solu-
tion that includes work of all of you in both places. I think it would be a nice 

set up, if we combine a selection of Irina’s works with one each by Ruti and 
Ferhat in the main hall of Kunsthalle. This part would have a more casual 
look with a combination of monitors and projections; the audio would go 
via headphones. Plinths and places to sit down in natural mdf material, sony 
cubes as monitors, maybe one mobile projection screen... In the main hall I 
still want to include the photo portraits that I mentionned from this gossipy 
swiss magazine; I think it’s possible if I can create a kind of semidark situ-
ation, providing one half of the room with some light for the photos, the 
other half dark enough for projections (means not toooo big!).
The two smaller rooms would be reserved for 2 of Irinas videos: Before a 
national anthem and Picturesque. At k3 I would again show some of the 
photos (they will be included into the Kunsthalle show after the opening 
event) and three additional videos by each of you. I dont have Ruti’s dvd 
sampler yet, so I cannot be more precise about what work goes where... But 
I think we should include Ferhat’s Metamorphosis Chat in the Kunsthalle 
part. What do you think? 
All my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear All and Oliver
Thanks for your detailed letter which I read enjoying. Yes that would be 
great to show my works in the both venues. If you remember my previous 
letter, I even suggested to send one of my other videos alongside ‘Metamor-
phosis Chat’, it was ‘I Can Sing’ I exhibited in the last Berlin Biennale. So 
did you mean that you’ll use Metamorphosis Chat for the both venues, or 
do you prefer to use ‘I Can Sing’ for K3 event? According to your answer 
I’ll post the DVDs as soon as possible to your address? 
irinab@gmail.com: Hi Ferhat! Hi Oliver!
I really liked your video! happy you agreed to show it! I am catching a 
plane (leaving for the airport) to Romania in one hour, but will get back 
to you both!
many hugs and happy new year! irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Ferhat
Indeed it was your input that led me to this new proposal...! Maybe there is 
another video of yours that would be suitable for k3? I dont like so much the 
idea of quoting exclusively what you showed at Berlin Biennale ;-)
We keep in touch! Greetings, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Thanks for your positive feedback and your quick answer. Sorry if I kept 
suggesting the video in the berlin biennale:))), not that I wanted to em-
phasize it, it was just a reminder quatation in case you cannot remember / 
imagine what my second proposal will be about:)) Hope you appreciate, 
Warmest wishes
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch:...the people from this newspaper (por-
traits of people) are being difficult. They are afreid of copyright issues, but 
I think the true reason is because they dont have time/ are too lazy... I re-
ally want to combine the videos with photography and I am looking around 
a bit... What do you think of this: http://www.hannesschmid.ch/Laugh-
ing/Laughing_text.html
irinab@gmail.com: Hi Oliver,
I think it is ok, I don’t know how the pictures were taken, and it doesn’t feel 
that “honest”. But I like the picture of Isabela, it feels the more “honest” or 
un-staged. I have a friend, a grad student who did a video of people crying. 
I thought about your ideas for the show, and was thinking that what you are 
maybe trying to find, are works where the people are ends and not means 
for the artwork. Or where the viewer is presented with the possibility of 
thinking about the performers/ people in the works as ends and not means 
( this is me thinking along the lines of what capitalism does(-or more di-
rectly what we do under capital)-transforming the people in means for the 
capital, and not vice versa). 
Hugs to you! Did you find any other video artist?
Love, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hey...
You are absolutely right, my suggestion was a bit too fast and unreflect-
ed... Your input about ends and means is absolutely correct; I’m in trou-
ble however to find a strong position by a photographer. The magazine I 
mentionned – the ‘This is me’ series – informed me that they do not want 
to cooperate. This is a nightmare for me, as it would have been absolutely 
perfect. I’m a bit uncertain what to do now, because I have checked so 
many artists’ websites already but couldnt find what I was looking for... 
Another thing is, that it would also be good to have some Swiss people 
in the show, so that there is a local reference (and a bigger audience)... I 
must rethink it now, I keep you informed...
All my best, Oliver
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Me again. 
What do you think of asking all the artists of the WeAreTheArtists net-
work to send us a picture of them? One they think represents them best? 
This would also allow me to integrate local artists...
irinab@gmail.com: Hi!
How about asking them to send you a picture with them and a friend? Or 
a person they become friends with while working?(their best friend the 
subject). here is one that I like.

I also know that they are kind of friends. He comes to Nicu’s house eve-
ryday when he is in the village. He and his brother did a video together 
with him asing him different questions, and he was always answering that 
everybody will burn in hell
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: 
...I think this is a nice option :-) but dont you think it’s better to leave it 
open what (artwork, car, dress...) or who (a friend, family, lover...) in the 
picture does represent them best? Who is the guys in the photo? Is the 
video they made good? Maybe to be included? I also a favourite photo, 
it’s my family in 1977, but unfortunately without me... I’m thinking of 
how to describe it best, but maybe the text that I have written to Ferhat 
and Ruti is enough, together with some samples, including the ‘This is 
me’ section...?
... What do you think of this:
Dear artists
It’s been a long time you havent heard of me, but now WeAreTheArtists 
is up for a ressurection! In Kunsthalle Winterthur we are going to show 
Irina Botea feat. WeAreTheArtists, a show that is based on Irina’s work 
but including works by other artists, such as Ruti Sela and Ferhat Özgur. 
The show focuses on human beings; the moment when somebody is tru-
ly himself and for this very reason turns into an artist or an artwork; it is 
about the authentic and unstaged beauty of individual human beings.
Based on a series of photographs called This is Me, published weekly in 
the free lifestyle newspaper 20Minuten Friday in Switzerland we had 
the idea of asking you for a photograph of you. I am looking for pictures 
that you think represent yourself as a person; the favourite or the most 
important picture of you; a picture that defines you; a picture that gives 
an idea of you, your past, present or future, your dreams and fears, your 
likes and dislikes.
 If you have such a picture, please let me know. The show is as from May 
28 to July 10 at Kunsthalle Winterthur; at the opening night there will 
be a second presentation at k3 project space in Zurich. The photos from 
k3 will move to Kunsthalle after the opening and be on display there un-
til July 10. In regards to handling, it is best if the picture come framed. 
All expenses for sending them to and from Kunsthalle will be covered. I 
have attached my own favourite picture, it’s my family in 1977; I’m not 
even in the picture but I think it says a lot about me... Please let me know 
until March 15 if you want to contribute to the show! 
All my best, Oliver

irinab@gmail.com: I think this is a good text! And I like the idea of 
the pictures! I wonder if Ruti or Ferhat have videos about themselves, like 
portrait of themselves. Do you like Sadie Benning’s videos? She is teach-
ing now here at the school. 
Hugs, Irina
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Hope you are doing fine so far. Time is approaching and I wanted to ask 
you that if you received my videos or not? Do you have already ‘Meta-
morphosis Chat’ and ‘I Can Sing’? The second video (I Can Sing) for 
K3 but if you did not receive anything so far, maybe it is better idea you 
select whatever you need from my video compilation Ithat ‘ll post you 
soon. What do you say?
Looking forward to hearing from you soon. All my best, greetings from 
Istanbul. How is the weather there? Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Ferhat
Thank you for the DVD, I received it. I actually expected the compilation, 
so please send it to me in order to be informed about all of your work... 
The weather here is fine, but there is other trouble... ;-)
We keep in touch, all my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
I’m so glad you got the DVD. Yesterday, I sent the compilation. Let me 
know if you need further help. Also could you let me know please about 
the following short questions, if possible?
-When am I supposed to be there exactly and how long will I stay? I 
might have to link up two trips together, because there are two exhibi-
tions in May? 
-Can you provide double room, with two single bed, for my guest as well? 
He will pay his flight but share the same room with me?
Hope these do not tire you. Let me know when you receive the last parcel.
All my best, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
Thank you for your reply! I have had some more thoughts and slowly 
it becomes more precise... First: I like Sadie Benning’s work, but not so 
much in our context acutually. However: I thought of maybe allowing 2 
categories of pictures: Either a ‘this is me’ or a ‘these are the artists’ kind 
of style. I looked at an old WeAretheArtists newspaper and I really like 
picture like the one attached...Also I was thinking of the presentation; so 
this would be my second version of the call:
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Natural Born Curators

Text by Oliver Kielmayer, photos by Susanne Kriemann

Starring René Fahrni as Oliver, Valentina Vujovic as Miranda, Claudia 

Groeflin as Ursula and Clare Goodwin as Amanda.

Photos were shot at Fotomuseum Winterthur. Story is based on a 

workshop with students in MAS curating at the ZHdK.

Hey Miranda, what a pleasure 
to see you, Bussi!

 

 
Oliver darling! 

When was it that we finished our 
MAS curating degree? Eight years ago?! It 
seems like an eternity... it was such a great 

idea to organise this reunion, thanks so 
much!

Yeah, I thought it was time to meet 
with some old friends again...

Or, in 
other words, to recon-

nect with some useful old 
contacts, mmm, how very you... I 
must say it looked a bit too much 
like a coincidence that three days 
after my nomination for the Wal-

ter Hopps award I received 
your invitation...

I 
knew that you had been 

shortlisted for the Tate job, but 
the Walter Hopps award, really? 

I had no idea!

But for what, actually?!

It’s for my global 
curating initiative: free – unlimited – 

temperamental – zeitgeist...
... in short F.U.T.Z.

 
 But this is ridiculous.

 

 No, not 
at all, it’s just 

that in German your 
initiative’s acronymn 

means ‘cunt’.

May I 
introduce myself: My name is 

Amanda, but my friends call me Mandy. 
You can call me Mandy. I’m an artist. Today 

is my birthday and I wanted to give you 
my new publication.

Thank you, Amanda.

Hey guys, how 
are you? Haven’t seen you for, like, 

time!

Hello Ursula, you look 
great! 

Hello dearest! How’s life?

Oh God, it’s 
really crazy at the moment! I’m so busy 
that I wasn’t even sure if I could make it 

tonight…

An attack of the green-eyed 
monster, perhaps?!
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… but here you are!

… but 
here I am! So tell me, guys, 

what’s up? Any news, exciting 
projects?

Miranda might get the 
Walter Hopps award.

Oh really? But what for?

Her curatorial initiative 
named cunt.

May I introduce 
myself: My name is Amanda, but my 

friends call me Mandy. You can call me Mandy. 
I’m an artist. Today is my birthday and I wanted 

to give you my new publication. Thank you Amanda.

Don’t listen to 
Oliver, he’s just jealous! But indeed I’m 

nominated for the prize-

Lets not 
overestimate the significance of this. 

Isn’t it just another institutional PR stunt? I mean 
you couldn’t come up with yet another prize for an 

artist that would be taken seriously – unless you spend at 
least 100,000 Euro. I think offering the first international 

prize of this kind was just a very cheap way to push 
an institution into the limelight.

I think 
such prizes for curatorial achievement 

are long overdue! I have always understood curatorial 
practice as a general scheme of world perception and knowledge 

production. Curatorial discourse doesn’t stop with presenting an art-
work, but associates it with many other aspects of reality such as popular 

culture, daily news, philosophical discourse and political initiatives. And, 
the curatorial, in its aim to accept divergence and dissent - as the 

necessary byproducts of essential critical processes - involves 
not just representing but presenting and 

testing!

This 
sounds very Maria Lind… 

From my point of view you just 
put the old and tedious discussion of 

how much a curator must be an artist into 
new and difficult words. Isn’t this still the old 

romantic idea of infiltrating values of aesthetic 
discourse into other aspects of life? Meaning here, 

the curator’s life? I think we mustn’t forget to 
focus on the precariousness of contemporary art 
and its ability to reveal the precarious condition 
of the contemporary world. The most impor-
tant function of art is to reflect these shifting 
worldly states and to permanently re-affirm 

the transitory, circumstantial nature of 
institutional structures.

For Christ’s sake, would you 
mind looking at me when I’m 

talking to you?!!

Sorry, but isn’t that Hans 
Ulrich Obrist over there?

How very Nicolas Bourriaud… 
A lot of blah, blah with a philo-

sophical twist...
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You do have a 
point here! Especially when the curato-

rial frictions overshadow the artistic ones… 
Ah, I think it definitely is Hans Ulrich…

I think I have lost the plot.

 

 

I 
couldn’t give a fuck! 

However, I’m very tired of this whole 
curatorial discussion and, personally, prefer 

to focus on more practical aspects of curating. I 
really think our profession is just about presenting 

artworks – as precarious as they come – in the sexi-
est, most accessible way. While I totally agree that it’s 
important to address the prickly issues at the heart of 

making and encountering contemporary art, maybe 
it’s better to do so without producing further 

friction? I mean creating friction to under-
stand friction: how much friction 

can an audience stand?

Well, take your show: 
The visual presence of the cognitive 

absence of nothing. To see all the videos in 
the show would take exactly 23 hours and 25 

minutes; the handout was four pages long and even 
with my academic degree I couldn’t understand 

what it was about; one video was not playing at all 
and the audio installation of certain others was 

so poor that I couldn’t understand a word 
of the dialogue.

No sur-
prise, really… some people say 

one can identify Ursula’s shows by the 
amount of videos that are ‘currently out 

of order’…

How dare you?! I cannot 
believe-

Excuse me, but could 
you have a look at my book 

in the meantime?

I was just wondering if-

Not now!! 

I 
cannot believe what I’m 

hearing; I’m a fantastic curator and 
always have been! Even as a small girl of 

three, I would arrange the paintings in my 
mother’s studio! I was born a curator and if 

there is anybody who deserves a fucking 
prize for it, it’s me, me, me!

No!

Oh my God: I have a call from the 
Walter Hopps jury!!

This is Miranda here! 

Hi there! Yeah, I’m great…

…OK… aha…
… oh really?

…oh no!

And?!

Maria Lind got it.

Poor you…

I think Maria deserves it; 
at least so much more than you do! You are 

just another example of a wannabe curator, cor-
rupt to the bones, dumb and just quoting from others. 

I’m so glad you didn’t get the award or the job at 
Tate, obviously there is still some justice in 

the world!

She was not even invited for 
an interview, ha!

Oops… you didn’t get the 
Tate job either?! Wow, this is truly 

tragic… I don’t know 
how I would cope with 

such public failures!

 

 
And 

you will never have to, 
because you wouldn’t even apply 

for these sorts of jobs! You can stick 
your malicious joy where the sun doesn’t 
shine. You are just a creep who achieves 

what he wants because he wants so 
fucking little! 

 Now watch your mouth, 
Miranda…

 

 

Spare me, 
both of you! Spare me 

your envy and your gauche pro-
vincial attitude! Why am I still standing 
here listening to you?! I don’t need you; 

you are nothing! You are like so many of the 
pointless people I meet week after week 

at dozens of openings - here today, 
gone tomorrow and I’ll be glad to 

see the back of you!

Excuse me, but 
would you like a piece of 
my birthday cake now?

It’s chocolate and cream and I 
made it all by myself. 
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Dear artists
It’s been a long time you havent heard of me, but now WeAreTheArtists 
is up for a ressurection! In Kunsthalle Winterthur we are going to show 
Irina Botea feat. WeAreTheArtists, a show that is based on Irina’s work 
but including works by other artists, such as Ruti Sela and Ferhat Özgur. 
The show focuses on human beings; the moment when somebody is tru-
ly himself and for this very reason turns into an artist or an artwork; it is 
about the authentic and unstaged beauty of individual human beings.
Inspired by a series of photographs called This is Me, published weekly 
in a trashy free lifestyle newspaper in Switzerland, we are looking for a 
photograph of you. 
We are looking for pictures that you think represent yourself as a person; 
the favourite or the most important picture of you; a picture that defines 
you; a picture that gives an idea of you, your past, present or future, your 
character and personality. Just as an example I have attached my own fa-
vourite picture, it’s my family in 1977; I’m not even in the picture but I 
think it says a lot about me...
Also we are looking for pictures that describe aspects of the real life of art-
ists; a picture you think gives an insight into how an artist’s life is... In the 
attachment is just another example of what this could mean...

irinab@gmail.com: Hi Oliver, you can watch the videos at the link I have 
sent you. They are darker than usual, but ok. Can you show me our dialogue 
first, before publishing it?
Love, Irina
and hi from Jon (you might remember him from Luxembourg, he is visit-
ing us these days
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Rehi!
I prepared the emails as a word-document, you find it in the attachment. I put 
really all emails into it, even if they are sometimes a bit distractive... I think it 
would be quite a statement to publish it exactly this way (even if sometimes 
it’s embarassing what i’m saying!), no editing, just real communication! And 
actually sometimes it’s quite funny... I hope you agree :-) 
All my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver 
Thanks so much for your prompt and positve reply. Okay, I’ll try to prepare 
a related text for the paper, WeAreThe Artist. 
Meanwhile I prepared a possible flight schedule for myself via Pegasus which 
costs cheaper than other flights.  Hope it helps you to book it. 
Let me know when you confirm. 
All my best and see you soon, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: 
...looks perfect to me! Go ahead!
irinab@gmail.com: Rehi! 
I deleted 2 sentences from our dialogue, and I am attaching the email list 
(corrected and “censured”). I agree to it with the deleted sentences. I like 
the idea of us also having the freedom to “edit” or “censor” ourselves, oth-
erwise I would be too nervous and self-conscious when I’ll send you an 
email. And other questions:
-can you tell me the features of the minimac (processor, memory) so I know 
how to prepare the file for it.
-will I have 2 minimacs (one for the Picturesque and one for Before a Na-
tional anthem?) or a minimac and a mp player, or a DVD player, blue ray, 
etc.
Hugs and love to you, Irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ... you will have 2 minimacs for the big 
projections, MacMini 2.66GHz Intel C2 Duo/4G/320G/SD
actually you didnt mark the sentences, so i couldnt find them! Will you tell 
me which two?? And of course you mustn’t be worried that i would publish 
emails whenever i feel like it; it’s just for this project! The link for your two 
videos i couldnt find; the only link in your email was to wikipedia about 
the adventures of pinocchio!!??
What is your flight schedule?? 
Greetings, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Hope this mail finds you well. Attached I’m sending my flight schedule I al-
ready booked. Wish you a great Saturday. 
All my best, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
Thanks for the schedule; please send me an invoice of this flight together 
with details of your bank account, including your private address. Another 
question: I want to publish the emails that were exchanged in order to pre-
pare this show in the WeAreTheArtists newspaper. Most of them are be-
tween Irina and me, but some also concern the two of us (see attachment, 
communication with you starts on p.7); would this be fine for you? Irina 
agreed... :-)
Looking forwar to meeting you... All my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Thanks for the flight confirmation again. Because I booked my flight in the 
internet, except the booking sheet there seems nothing I can provide offic-
ailly. Hope this does not cause any problem if I hand its print in. 
As to what you suggested regarding our conversations to be published in the 
paper, it sounds great. Let’s go for it then:))) It made me laugh when I read 
them entirely, especially some of our conversations in the beginning:)))
Looking forward to hearing from you soon. All my best, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Irina, Ruti, Mayaan and Ferhat
Except some little details that I’m missing from Irina (your portrait and 
the pic for invitation card please!!!) things are ready for the show. It’s 
great that you will all join the opening, this makes me really happy! As 
Ruti doesnt want her emails published, I’m using only the correspond-
ence between Irina, Ferhat and me for the WeAreTheArtists newspaper; 
I think this is absolutely fine. I will inform you about accomodation and 
transfer airport-hotel around mid of May. If there is any questions, just 
let me know...
Looking forward to having you all at Kunsthalle! All my best, Oliver

until April 15 if you would like to contribute, the final (together with cor-
responding pictures) text I must have until May 1.
The newspaper will be officially published together with the opening of the 
show ‘Irina Botea feat. WeAreTheArtists’ on Saturday May 28; after this it 
will be sent out to you and institutional distribuors around the world. In case 
you have missed the deadline for the portrait, you can still send a picture that 
is corresponding to my last call until April 15. Also I suggest you have a look 
into our artist correspondent Aeneas Wilder’s blog about the situation in Ja-
pan: http://www.aeneaswilder.co.uk/writingsIwateQ3.html
I hope you are fine, wherever you are! All my best, Oliver
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear artists
Now Mark Lewis’ show has opened and I can finally focus on our project! 
It’s been a while since we talked, but now we must actually make some de-
cisions... So this is what I suggest:
Opening night, Kunsthalle and k3 project space:
-Show at Kunsthalle: 2 smaller rooms become kind of cinemas; in one we 
show Before a National Anthem, in the other Picturesque. In the main hall 
we have the portraits that were sent by the artists, Ferhat’s We Can Sing as a 
projection on portable screen; on monitors: Ruti Sela’s People will comply, 
Pinocchio, MeNoMe and We In The year 2000 (see attachment).
-Show at k3: Beyond Guilt by Ruti Sela, Metamorphosis chat by Ferha  
Ozgur and Auditions for a Revolution. After the opening I will substitute 
Ruti Sela’s and Ferhat’s work at Kunsthalle, so that Beyond Guilt 2, and 
Metamorphosis chat become part of it. 
I could also imagine showing Menome (the other version) instead of  Audi-
tions for a revolution at k3 at the opening night... And some other things:  -
For the 2 cinema projections I would prefer playing them from Macmini. 
Is it possible for you to prepare the files? The monitor works will be played 
from normal DVD players. -When will send me your portrait?? And why 
not another one of Razvan...? :-)
 -I would like to publish our email dialogue as part of WeAreTheArtists 
newspaper! I’m sure it must be shortened here and there, but I think it would 
suit the idea of giving an insight into artistic production very well!
Actually you have never sent me a DVD with  Picturesque, Pinocchio and 
We in the year 2000. It’s a bit difficult for me to design the show without 
knowing all the works...!
I hope you are fine! And greetings to Razvan! Hugs, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Thanks for your detailed information. I’ll try to prepare a text regarding your 
request. Can you tell me please if you got my photo proposal showing me as 
an artist jumping to touch the top of a historical building? Also please note 
that I need my exact arrival dates as soon as possible in order to get myself 
organized. That would be great if you are able to arrange double room (two 
single bed) for my guest. He will pay his own flight by himself. Thanks for 
your collaboration and exciting news. 
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear Ferhat
It would be great if you write something for WeAreTheArtists newspaper! 
And yes, I got your picture; but I still dont have an overview, so I will get 
back to you later on this... Regarding flights it’s a bit up to you; the opening 
is on Saturday May 28, so I guess it would be great if you come over on 26 
and stay until Sun 29; ok? I will arrange a double room.
I hope you are fine and enjoying spring! 
All my best, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
You’re right. I’ll send you the pieces by the end of this week. I haven’t seen 
We can Sing, but I’ll try and find it. I’ll send you my videos and we decide 
after that together what should go where.
The Macmini si better! Especially for the Picturesque who needs a HD qual-
ity, and the dvd compression just doesn’t look as nice. Quick question, what 
kind of projectors do you have?
I am looking for a picture with my sister, I don’t know whether it represents 
me, but I think it’s funny (and sad-as my sister is a nun now) as I remember 
the moment. I am ok, just got back from Israel, from a show and lecture I had 
to give. It was amazing! I loved it! You would have loved the young solders 
in uniforms! They were beautiful! But I got sick! If it won’t be better in one 
or 2 days I think I’ll go to the doctor. I have an eye infection and possibly a 
ear infection also (apart from a nasty coughing ). But I am happy!
hugs and love
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...we have brandnew HD projectors, so 
this is no problem. I know from Ruti’s videos (and other sources) that the 
Israeli men are handsome :-) I would love to go there one day and ‘learn’ 
more about them! I hope your eye will be fine soon again! When you come 
to Switzerland you must be in good health!!
I’m looking forward to your picture! 
Greetings, Oliver
irinab@gmail.com: Dear Oliver,
here are some infos about the videos: Laura is trying to re-enact the mono-
logue that she performed when she was accepted into the acting school (uni-
versity) in Romania. She is an illegal immigrant in Chicago, now mother 
of 2 children and she has not seen her mother and her sisters in 7 years. The 
scene is shot in Roger Brown modernist house, a house designed by the 
architect George Veronda, his boyfriend, highly influenced by Mies Van 
der Rohe.
In  Death of Conscious at home,or Ucissione della Conscienza, an Italian 
couple Claudio and Chiara are performing the scene from The Adventures 
of Pinocchio by Carlo Collodi where Pinocchio kills the talking cricket. 
In Disney’s film the Talking Cricket, Jimminy Cricket plays an important 
role as Pinocchio’s consciousness. The music, played by Claudio who is a 
pianist and a composer is taken from the TV series Le avventure di Pinoc-
chio by Luigi Comencini, the film they have seen many times when they 
where little.
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hey...
Thanks for the infos, but I think I better see the videos ;-) As I have to pre-
pare the WeAreTheArtists newspaper: Is it fine for you to publish our email 
dialogue?? 
All my best, Oliver

Update: Dublin

By artandargument@gmail.com

For the week I was in Dublin in March the sun shone like it was going 
out of fashion, beating down with determination on the bare bones of the 
unfinished headquarters of rogue bank Anglo Irish; the building in the 
redeveloped docklands embodies Ireland’s recent economic rise and fall. 
Not far west from that site is The Spire, Ian Ritchie Architects’ winning 
entry for a monument on the boulevard that is O’Connell Street. Talking 
about this another architect quoted Seamus Heaney to me: ‘whatever you 
say, you say nothing’; it is a shame that the boom years (it was completed 
in 2003) are marked by such an empty gesture.
If you look it’s easy to find the ghost estates and empty offices left behind 
by property speculation, the bubble which went officially pfutt in autumn 
2008. Yet these buildings are part of the ramshackle nature of the city and 
planning laws that have fostered a patchwork of building styles and sizes, 
so they could be seen as just the recent iteration of a constant in devel-

The show is at Kunsthalle Winterthur as from May 28 to July 10; at the 
opening night there will be a second presentation at k3 project space in Zu-
rich. The photos from k3 will move to Kunsthalle after the opening and be 
on display there until July 10. 
If you have such a picture, please let us know; it’s best to send a little jpg first, 
so that we get an idea... Also give us a title (can be a description, but just 
one sentence!) and your name or at least email address. Deadline for this is 
March 31. After this Kunsthalle will get in touch with you. Prefereably you 
send the original photo (not bigger than A3!), which will then be framed 
by Kunsthalle. Or you send a jpg which will be printed by us as it comes 
and then be framed. We are going to use frames in the sizes A5, A4 and A3. 
After the show all original pictures will be sent back after the show. You are 
most welcome to send this call to all your artists friends!
Another question is where to place this call. Of course the correspondents 
of WeAreTheArtists, but I also thought about facebook... We could even 
try to make it more public with e-artnow, but then we might lose control.. 
What do you think?
All my best, Oliver
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hello dear!
Would you please forward my call for portraits also to your artists friends and 
art students? It would be nice if we get a lot of pictures!!
Hugs, Oliver 
irinab@gmail.com: Hi Oliver,
I am a bit embarrassed to do that as this would be advertising for the show 
I am in, But ok. Do you like Yael Bartana’s work? just curious. I have seen 
her work last night and talked to some Israeli artists, and one was telling me 
how all the other Israeli artists video work is “anti-slick(kind od like Ruti 
Sela’s and Baratna’s look is so very very different. I liked Wild Seeds. The 
other pieces are to “contained” or “premeditated” for me
hugs and love, irina
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
Sorry for my late answer, but I’m still busy with so many little things...! 
However: Please send the call for portraits to your friends, I dont think 
they will misunderstand it as an advertisment for your show! It’s including 
them!! I have reiceived some very nice pictures from artists so far, but I want 
MORE....! The more the merrier!
I dont have profound knowledge about Yael Bartana’s work... ‘Trembling 
time’ I liked, also ‘Kings of the Hill’ and also ‘Wild Seeds’... Actually I could-
nt find many videos on the internet, just a few sequences within an interview 
with her... I always find it weird that so many video artists say that their work 
is a political or social statement but at the same time they make sure nobody 
can watch their videos for free.  However, I think she is a good artist! :-)
All my best, Oliver
ferhatozgur@gmail.com: Dear Oliver
Having received your other suggestion regarding the best photo that pos-
sibly depicts who I am, I decided the that shows me as a man who tries to 
reach out the top of the historical building in Istanbul by one jump. The 
aim is to be able to touch the top of the building despite its impossibility. It 
is about the struggle of artist’s visibility, a fight to exsist and an endeavour to 
survive in the art circle, of course metaphorically. Hope you like, its print 
size is already ready for A3
All my best, Ferhat
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Dear artists
First of all thanks a lot to those of you who have sent their portrait; they are 
ever so different and together they will give an excellent selection! We will 
contact you with more details in a separate email... As I announced, we are 
also producing another newspaper of WeAreTheArtists; it’s gonna feature 
the photostory called ‘Natural Born Curators’  and hopefully some interest-
ing updates from you. I am sure you must have experienced a lot of incred-
ible, beautiful, scandalous and amazing stories and I think it would be nice 
if you write them down and share them with others... Please let me know 
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Relax, learning from eindhoven, 1992: 1 photograph 230 x 230 cm, 1 bar, 6 floodlights, 
various tables and ladders, 1 TV, 1 video player, 1 video: textual work and spoken voice, 
circa 20’, S-VHS
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Update: Istanbul

By ferhatozgur@gmail.com

A short story about a migration
In 2011 I decided to move to Istanbul, leaving Ankara where I had been liv-
ing for more than four decades in order not only to observe the curatorial 
strategies in Istanbul but also to be one of those who are living and produc-
ing there. Admittedly, adding the defination to your CV, ‘lives and works 
in Istanbul’, somehow would sound sexy. Not that it modifies the quality 
of your works but it categorizes you according to which side you belong to, 
center or periphery?
Through the following years I kept on thinking about resistance points on 
how I would be able to prove myself and make myself visible in both cent-
er and international area. I believed that a more tranquil and clear working 
method would be the healthiest one, far from the ‘speed’ in the production 
and expression methods of the center.  In order to console myself I considered 
that the letters I sent to curators that remained unanswered were because the 

opment in Dublin over the last century. But I was in Dublin to visit art 
spaces, and despite what must be the poorest signage in Europe, I found 
them. There have long been decent galleries here, and the Douglas Hyde 
was as good as ever showing Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz photographs 
chosen by Mirslow Balka with one of Balka’s own video works. The Hugh 
Lane was also delightful; I was glad to see William McKeown’s installa-
tion aptly located in the gallery’s Waiting Room even if Richard Tuttle’s 
show left me cold. IMMA, the major museum of contemporary art, al-
ways manages to feel empty, and it certainly was not overrun on a mid-
week afternoon, though would–be visitors could have simply been stuck 
in limbo trying to find the place. But Romuald Hazoumè’s works were 
entertaining, though I didn’t have the time The Moderns deserved. 
The new-ish commercial and public spaces of Temple Bar Gallery & Stu-
dios, Monster Truck, Mother’s Tank Station, the LAB and the like were 
doing reasonably interesting things, Pallas Projects allowed another wel-
come look at John Smith’s films, but as a whole the Irish art market still 
seems determined to be insular. While money was flowing paper mil-
lionaires were spending outlandish sums on home-grown, though large-
ly deceased, artists, but my view from abroad is that a bit more exchange 
would do the local market good. The good news for artists is that the arts 
are not being as severely cut as many had expected, and Culture Ireland 
is promoting art as prime export goods. It’s a canny approach, but to gain 
more prominence on the international stage, Dublin, and its art venues, 
should become an international art city. Here’s hoping that Dublin Con-
temporary, the major exhibition opening this September, can help make 
it happen.

curators were ‘too busy’.  However it was obviously not the truth at all. A 
curator I know from Istanbul had said ‘I can’t think of any other behaviour 
of an artist to be more degrading than posting his work to a curator’. Because 
according to him ‘curators would not look at materials reaching them by 
post’. In time, when I realized the existence of those who, by not answering 
letters, use the situation for setting a distance and by putting distance, think 
their position gets stronger, and the existence of those who disrespect the 
ones respecting them and use this strategy as a virtue and source of power, 
I kept believing that one day in the future unbiassed people could come up 
and assess my work with a professional sensitivity. 
I do hope realizing that I was fed up with acting the role of a noisy, threatening, 
periphery artist, crying and asking for rights was not too late. Thinking about 
what others do is good for nothing but just hampering the energy for what you 
would be able to do. This way I preferred to share my works with people who 
put value in me. I acquired many friends and colleagues internationally and 
within the country. We participated in many exciting projects. Staying away 
from those who focused on a limited artist, I tried to develop my relations with 
correct and trustworthy people. May be what I waited for would be coming a 
little later but that was the meaning of ‘slowly’. I learned to proceed with slow 
and precautious steps and to be patient for the platforms on which I wished to 
be. Putting on my eyes the horse eye-protectors, digging my head in the sand, 
not listening to this or that, overlooking some things and not coming out of 
that silent space where I put myself, I would continue to produce calmly and 
would share this with people who I believed were sincere. 
So, in this way, I reached my mid-forties. When I look back, this is what I 
see:  From the beginning, I never had a steady workshop of my own. The 
number of works I did with appropriated funds do not exceed three or five. 
I financed almost all of my projects by myself. I made my mother, my sis-
ter, my brother, my friends, my students and everyone who believed in me 
my partners. I kept exploiting them. I made them dread me. I listened to 
everyone as an ‘image’ and used my relations as ‘material’. Although lately 
my works started to find customers in national and international environ-
ments, I don’t have a steady and secure income as a result of artwork. More 
and more, I considered not having a workshop as an advantage because this 
situation led me to be backfed with the streets, the outdoors, flea markets, 
scrap dealers, abandoned demolished ruins. Such a direction allowed me to 
look with a different eye at the topography of Ankara Altında slums where 
I was born and grew up, where I spent my childhood and early adolescence 
years. From the dark and dirty, unfavorable areas which have become ghet-
tos, from slums, I started to deduce social phenomena with various declina-
tions; I started to pick up the fact that this reality was identical to my reality, 
that this should be what I should go for. 
Now, I am at an age which does not fit in the new ‘youth fetishism’ wave 
of recent years.  My worries are gone considerably, I am happy with what I 
have done and I am at peace with myself. In 2010, I lost the battle against the 
chaos of Istanbul and the loneliness of Ankara, I left Ankara and moved to 
Istanbul.  Perhaps it is now the right time to develop a more mature model 
of resistance.

 

 ...you never know!

By hauser@relax-studios.ch

learning from eindhoven (1992) at de Fabriek Eindhoven was about 
agreements reached during the initial enthusiasm that are often not kept 
to, but over the course of preparation are cut back. In Eindhoven, we 
reacted to the budget’s being cut to 20 percent of what had been agreed 
to with the curators who informed us about the cutback only after our 
arrival to realize the project. 
Therefore we reduced the area of the planned exhibition by 80 per-
cent, using wall panels. The remaining space was entered via a sluiceway 
where you were first subjected to a blinding glare and then left to empti-
ness. The exhibition was restricted to one day, including the opening and 
the finissage. In a video shown on a TV set, we thanked all those who 
wished our project much success but neglected to support it financially. 
A photograph shows us in stocking masks before the wall inscription: 
»The wrong work at the wrong time for the right place«.

Update: Eindhoven


